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SLOW COFFEE STYLE SPECIALTY
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SLOW COFFEE STYLE Specialty is a special 

selection inspired by the passion of craftsmen  

—seeking the best materials, thoughtfully 

crafting, and carefully finessing to create items 

of distinguished character.  

There are three product series in SLOW COFFEE 

STYLE Specialty. S01 mugs and brewers have 

a bold appearance yet gives a sense of warmth 

with their metal-like texture. S02 brewer stand  

has a dignified presence, combining wood 

in deep walnut color and brass that will age 

beautifully. S03 mugs show unique expressions 

with traces of handwork on the potter's wheel 

and two colors of layered glaze.

In the next pages we introduce the potter Yusuke 

Kido who we collaborated with on the S01 series, 

and the sign painting artist Yusuke Kaneko who 

drew the sign paint mug messages as well as  

the new Specialty logo.

 

www.slowcoffee-style.com/en/ 

  slowcoffeestyle

 SCS-S02 brewer stand set 4cups, SCS-S02 brewer stand, SCS-S02 coffee server 600ml

Introducing New Collection 
SLOW COFFEE STYLE Specialty
A new collection for admirers of  
refined craft and slow coffee



02 Interview with
Yusuke Kido from ONE KILN

ONE KILN is the brand that potter Yusuke Kido 

established in 2008 in his hometown of Kagoshima 

prefecture, Japan, with an aim to connect with all kinds 

of people from "one kiln". Under the concept "THE SUN 

TO A TABLE", the tableware brand has collaborated 

with different fields to create original products that 

bring warmth and happiness to people's tables. The 

uniqueness of ONE KILN is represented in their use  

of clay from Kagoshima and glaze that mixes minerals 

and ashes from the local Sakurajima volcano. Mr. Kido's 

contemporary vision, respect for tradition, and careful 

attention to details is alive in all of the pieces. ONE 

KILN's craftsmanship and values resonated with KINTO, 

and this collaboration was realized. 

"We emphasized a bold and rugged appearance for the 

coffeeware. ONE KILN products are made with plaster 

molds instead of on the potter's wheel, and this is how 

I made the prototypes of the S01 mugs and brewers as 

well. Making each prototype begins with hand carving 

the plaster molds. It took many trials and evaluations 

with the KINTO team to reach the final design, but  

I discovered new possibilities that can't be achieved  

on my own. My wish is that these products light up  

the faces of everyone who takes them in hand and  

they feel the sun at their table."

SLOW COFFEE STYLE SPECIALTY

Creating original and thoughtful products  by valuing 
new connections and his hometown roots 

Yusuke Kido
Born 1980 in Kagoshima, 

graduated from Kuwasawa Design 

School. Established ONE KILN 

in 2008 after working at a design 

firm and training at a pottery 

studio of Arita porcelain.  

 SCS-S01 brewer 2cups / 4cups, SCS-S01 mug 220ml / 330ml



Yusuke Kaneko's passion for sign painting developed  

six years ago while he was at his previous job, working on 

editorial design where he sometimes drew the title logos 

by hand for magazine features. He started teaching himself 

to sign paint by watching youtube videos and drawing on 

the windows of his house. In his works, the letters are not 

"written" but "drawn"—his style is to take each letters as 

motifs and gradually build up a composition. While sign 

painting is not as common yet in Japan, he wishes to make 

it something that people can relate to casually. KINTO's 

mug and the messages drawn by Mr. Kaneko together 

bring fun to your coffee time.  

"I started working on the mug sign paintings with scenes in 

my mind of people enjoying coffee and some key phrases 

to express the concept of SLOW COFFEE STYLE. When 

I worked on the 'rainy' mug, I imagined someone looking 

out the window and drinking coffee on a rainy day. From 

there, the design of an umbrella came to my mind and  

I began to draw and build the composition. I usually repeat 

the process of drawing many ideas then selecting the one 

that feels best before reaching the final design. Since I draw 

by hand, sometimes my line goes slightly off but I don't get 

too focused on it. I adjust in other places because I believe 

the balance of the overall composition is more important.  

I like that in the U.S. where sign painting originated, it is 

used very casually in places like supermarkets for price 

signs or discount signs. I hope to bring that aspect to make 

sign paintings more familiar in Japan through my works.” 
SCS sign paint mug rainy / find / brew / wander / think

Interview with
Yusuke Kaneko

Yusuke Kaneko
Born 1982 in Tokyo, graduated 

from Tama Art University. 

President of DAMKY SIGNS. 

Became a sign painter after 

working as an editorial designer. 

He currently works on a variety of 

projects, from shop displays and 

logos, to signboards and t-shirts. 

Drawing unique compositions with 
letters,  seeking to inspire with a free 
and casual spirit 
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SLOW COFFEE STYLE



UNITEA is a teaware series that has been enjoyed 

by many people around the world and welcomes its 

10th year anniversary. The transparent cups and jugs 

reveal the beauty of drinks inside, and their gentle 

forms integrate harmoniously into any scene. We asked 

the designer Fumie Shibata about the beginnings of 

UNITEA her thoughts on the success of this series.

"I wanted to design teaware that can be used casually 

by anyone in any scene, having in mind how people 

wear denim jeans. While the glass is considered  

a delicate material, the design is meant for people to 

enjoy tea in a laid-back style rather than in a traditional, 

ceremonial manner. For the handle of the cups and jugs, 

I drew a dynamic arch so that it can be gripped firmly. 

I believe UNITEA has appealed to many people 

because of its simplicity. It is simple, yet there is 

character and consistency within the series. For the 

new items, 'one touch tea pot' and stainless steel 

saucer, I worked to create a fresh look that is a bit more 

sophisticated while being in line with the existing series. 

I made the top surface of the pot's lid flat in contrast 

to the round teapot, and the line of the saucer sharp to 

give them a gentle yet smart impression. 

In the last 10 years, the UNITEA series has gradually 

expanded and has adapted to the changes in time. 

What is interesting about product design is that it is 

anchored in how people live and use things. Particularly 

with tableware, the design becomes the function, which 

makes it challenging and exciting at the same time to 

design. It is great to know that UNITEA has been sold 

and used by people for many years. I hope to keep 

expanding the UNITEA family in the future."

Teaware for Everyone, with 
Simplicity and a Laid-back Style

DESIGNER

Fumie Shibata 
Established DESIGN STUDIO S 

in 1994. With a strong focus 

on industrial design, her fields 

of work include electronics, 

household and healthcare 

products, as well as creative 

direction of a hotel. 

UNITEA

04 Celebrating 
10 years of  UNITEA

"...the design is meant for people to enjoy 
tea in a laid-back style rather than in  
a traditional, ceremonial manner."

 UNITEA one touch teapot 720ml, UNITEA teapot set small glass, UNITEA cup & saucer 230ml stainless steel, UNITEA cup & saucer 230ml glass, UNITEA strainer holder

UNITEA one touch teapot 460ml / 720ml, UNITEA cup & saucer 230ml stainless steel, 

UNITEA teapot set large glass, UNITEA cup small, UNITEA strainer holder



CERAMIC LAB. was born out of the passion to 

deliver creations filled with the craftsmanship of 

Japanese potters. The ceramic and porcelain 

making involves kneading, molding, bisque 

firing, glazing, and final firing. In each of these 

steps, there are inherited techniques, tools, and 

knowledge of controlling various factors such 

as the proportion of clay and glaze, as well as 

the sensitive transformations that depend on 

temperature and humidity. 

This collection was developed in collaboration 

with potters in Hasami village in Nagaski 

prefecture, where tradition of ceramic and 

porcelain production dates back over 400 

years. Surrounded by the mountains and the 

sea, the village maintains its rural landscape 

with abundant nature. Here, KINTO established 

the Hasami Product Center in 2000 and has 

developed many products there. Residing at 

the center are KINTO's local staffs born and 

raised in the village, with years of experience in 

ceramic and porcelain production. In developing 

CERAMIC LAB., our product planning team staff 

also stayed in the village to further strengthen 

ties with the local craftsmen, and to experiment 

with usability, glaze expressions, and finishing 

details.

CERAMIC LAB. tableware are designed so that 

people would want to use it everyday. Historically, 

the village has taken pride in creating tableware 

for daily use, which are humble, modest, and 

comforting. The craftsmen themselves also say 

that they are not used to fanciness or showing 

off. By working hand in hand with them and 

inheriting Hasami's down to earth culture as well 

as the techniques and knowledge, we aspire to 

deliver “a new Japanese tableware.”

DESIGNER

 CLK-151 small mug, large mug, plate 160mm, plate 200mm, plate 250mm, bowl, deep plate   white / beige / brown / black

Shin Azumi
Established ‘a studio’ in 2005. 

Working with a variety of clients 

on consumer products and 

electronics, his works have gained 

worldwide recognition. Awards 

include several Good Design 

Awards, Classic Innovation Award, 

and Restaurant & Bar Design 

Awards. Currently a professor 

at Hosei University Faculty of 

Engineering and Design. 

CERAMIC LAB.

05 CERAMIC LAB., 
Craftsmanship in Focus

Inheriting skills, knowledge, and craftsmanship  
cultivated over the centuries
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OUR STORY 

Established in 1972 in Shiga, Japan, KINTO is a tableware company that develops 

original and customized products. Launching “atelier tete” in 2013 and “SLOW 

COFFEE STYLE” in 2014, our products have been recognized and selected by 

renowned lifestyle shops, museum shops, and cafes across Asia, Europe and  

the Americas. 

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

From small realizations in everyday life, the product development team draws 

original concepts which are then developed into a wide range of products in 

collaboration with in-house and freelance designers. We determine the best 

materials, style and form by testing various mock-ups. The final product will be  

the result of many trials and experiments making sure it satisfies the user. 

LEARN MORE 

www.kinto.co.jp/en/

On our website:  

NEWS For latest news on products and events. 

PRODUCTS For background stories on selected products. 

PARTNERS For examples of our partners and collaborations. 

 For catalogue download: click to download PDF. 

CONTACT  For contact details of representatives in your country 

 or contact KINTO directly at sales-intl@kinto.co.jp

Products with an ease of  use is comforting to all the 
senses and tableware with an elegant presence blends 
naturally with the living space. We value the balance 
between usability and aesthetics to create products  
that stand by you in your everyday life.

Let your day be filled with what inspires you

ATELIER TETE

SLOW COFFEE STYLE


